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Saving clean water is extremely important, because our bodies cannot live without water. Use
domestic water in a controlled manner, avoid wasting water under any circumstances. In addition,
saving food by planning reasonable spending in eating is also one of the green ways of living today.

Threats of 
improperly handled 
used batteries

AVA Kids funds race 
to raise awareness
on birth defects
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STATS OF THE MONTH

Living Green
through Saving

It takes 100 liters of water
to make 1 kg of paper. To
make 01 ton of wood
pulp, people need 02
tons of pure wood.

ESG Activities:

ESG in Vietnam

Save paper -
Save forrests

TONS

http://mwg.vn

Tip of the month

ESG web is integrated into mwg.vn
website under "Sustainability Tab",
this will publish information
regularly including policies,
commitments, ESG activities:
Environment, People & Social
Responsibility.

Saving energy and resources is a way to protect the earth. Most of the energy used every day is
extracted from nature, but any resource will be limited, precisely because overexploitation by humans
leads to increasingly depleted resources.

We can save electricity by using energy-saving household appliances. If possible, you can upgrade old
household items such as rice cookers, refrigerators, washing machines, etc. with new models with
higher energy-saving and eco-friendly features. In addition, we should also turn off unnecessary power
sources when not in use.
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16,250
Is the number of reusable BHX 
bags that have been sold since 
deployment.

MWG launches new ESG Website
Each of your small actions
will contribute to a greener
world. Thank you for your
willingness to develop more
sustainably with MWG every
day!
We only have one earth, let's
protect it together!

Mr. Dang Minh Luom
Director of Human Resources Department

- BOD Member - 
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